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Name of document:  
Involving you - an annual report on CCG engagement activity 2017-2018 

 
Who requested patient reader feedback?  

Andra Szabo – Engagement officer NHS Leeds CCG 
 

 
Patient reader group - Feedback Report 

 
Brief 
 
NHS Leeds Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) is responsible for planning and 
funding (commissioning) the majority of health services for people in Leeds. We work 
closely with our health partners to deliver the best possible health and care services 
to the people of Leeds.  
 
The CCG’s patient reader group is a group of patients who review patient literature 
and help us improve the quality of information. You can find more information about 
our reader group here: www.leedsccg.nhs.uk/get-involved/patient-reader-group/  
 
The CCG’s patient reader group was asked to review the CCG last year’s annual 
engagement report, Involving You 2017-2018.  
 
The reader group were invited to comment on the Involving You report from a 
patient perspective, looking at formatting, how easy it was to understand, whether 
anything was missing and how suitable it is for other people in the community. 
Patients were not asked to comment on the project. The email was sent to NHS 
Leeds CCG Network members who are signed up to participate in the reader group 
work.  
 
We received 7 responses: 

 5 of the responses came from patients/members of the public on the reader 
group using the provided form 

 1 response came from a CCG volunteer through email offering an overall 
feedback. Their feedback has been inputted in the survey as a response to 
the question 7.  

 1 response came from a CCG staff who offered their feedback verbally and by 
writing comments on a printed version of the report. We have scanned the 
report with the comments and attached it together with this report to the email. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.leedsccg.nhs.uk/get-involved/patient-reader-group/
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What did people say? 
 
This section outlines the key themes from the feedback.  

 

What works well? What needs to be improved? 
 
It is clear who the document is for and 
from and what is it about.  

 
It is not immediately clear who the 
document is for and what is it about.  

 
It is comprehensive, it contains all 
information that people would like to 
know. 

 
The document is too long, which might 
stop people from reading it. 
 

The pictures are appropriate for the 
document.  

 

 The picture on the front page is 

misleading  

 Some pictures are ‘scrawly’ 

 The document needs to include the 

name of the person/organisation who 

draw/created pictures 

Jargon or abbreviations are explained 

 
Put the jargon buster at the start of the 
document.  
 

 
It explains well what the CCG is doing 
and it includes many relevant links. 
 
 

 
It needs more emphasis on ‘What we did’ 
as people will like to know what 
difference the engagement did for them. 
  

 
Sentences are clear and easy to 
understand.  
 

 
Many members of the public would 
struggle to understand some of the 
explanations. 

 

 
It is not appropriate for the CCG to name 
restaurants or pubs as the organisation 
can be seen to endorse or recommend 
them.  

 

 
The document should include the name 
of the CCG department for each project 
and contact details for the specific 
departments so people can get more 
information on the projects should they 
need to.  
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Themes and recommendations 
 

 
What did people say? 

 
Recommendations  What did we do? 

It is not clear for every reader who 
the document is for and what it is 
about 
 

Ensure that the resource is clear from 
the introduction about who is it for 
and what is the purpose of it.  

We changed the title from ‘Involving you: an 
annual report on CCG engagement activities’ 
to ‘Involving you: working with local people 
to improve health services in Leeds’. We 
also added a paragraph in the introduction to 
explain who the report is written for. We hope 
that these changes will make it clearer who the 
report is for and what it is about.  
 

Although people recognised that the 
document contains relevant 
information, many people told us that 
the document is too long and that 
might stop people from reading it. 

Ensure you keep the document as 
short as possible without losing any 
relevant information.  

We recognise that a long document might stop 
people from reading it. We made efforts to 
keep all the information as short as possible 
without losing any relevant information.  
In addition we added a section to the 
document that offers an overview of all the 
engagement activities and all the main themes 
from all our engagements. This way people 
who are interested to read only a snapshot 
they can go straight to these pages.  
 

People’s views were divided in 
regards with the pictures used. Some 
find them appropriate, others 
misleading.   

Ensure that the pictures are 
appropriate for the nature of the 
document. Ensure that the front page 
has images or illustrations that are 
suggestive of the document’s 
purpose. 

Last year we relied mostly on illustrations that 
Tom Bailey created for us at different events. 
Whilst some people liked the illustrations, other 
found them childish and misleading. This year 
we decided to have a mixture of pictures to 
satisfy the preference of a larger audience. 
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Therefore in the Involving You 2018-2019 we 
included some illustrations made by Tom 
Bailey and some general pictures as well.   
 

There is a need for a jargon 
buster/glossary at the beginning of 
the document 

Use a jargon buster/glossary and 
ensure it is at the beginning of the 
document.  

We included a glossary at the end of the 
document and highlighted all the words 
explained in the glossary in a different colour in 
the text.  
 
We initially placed the glossary at the 
beginning of the document; however people 
told us that this makes the document less 
accessible and attractive as all the relevant 
information is too far behind in the document.  
Therefore we moved the glossary at the end of 
the document and added a note in the 
introduction explaining where people can find 
the glossary.   
 

Although many people were positive 
about the documents content, one 
person suggested that there is not 
enough information on what the CCG 
did with people’s feedback  

Ensure you include information in the 
report about how you’ve listened to 
people’s feedback (You said/we did).  

All engagement projects have a ‘We did’ 
section explaining how we responded to what 
people told us. 

People liked that the sentences are 
clear and easy to understand, 
however some mentioned that some 
explanations might be hard to 
understand by some people.  

Ensure the sentences are short, clear 
and in plain English. Consider 
including links to more information for 
complex information or explanations.   

We wrote the document using plain English 
and aimed to keep the sentences and 
information short and clear. Where not 
possible, we explained jargon in the glossary 
and highlighted the word in the text to prompt 
people to check the glossary. All along the 
document the reader can find links to more 
information about the subjects.  
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One respondent suggested that the 
CCG should not name pubs and 
restaurants in the document as it 
might look like we are endorsing 
some businesses.  
 

Ensure that you don’t use examples 
of places/locations/organisations that 
are not relevant to the projects 
presented in the report.  

We took this feedback into consideration and 
retrained ourselves from making any 
recommendations in this year’s report. 

It might be useful for people to have 
more information about and contact 
details of the commissioning team 
who led on the project. 

Include the name of the 
commissioning team who led the 
project and it’s contact details so 
people can get more information.    

Each engagement activity has a stamp with the 
name of the department the project sits in, for 
example engagement activities. The last page 
of the document includes the communication 
and engagement team’s phone numbers, email 
address, postal address and social media 
accounts and an invitation for people to contact 
us in case they have any questions.    
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Feedback  
 

1. Is it clear who this resource is for, who it is from and what it is about?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

80.00% 4 

2 No   
 

20.00% 1 

Analysis Mean: 1.2 Std. Deviation: 0.4 Satisfaction Rate: 20 

Variance: 0.16 Std. Error: 0.18   
 

answered 5 

skipped 2 

Tell us why: (4) 

1 20/02/2019 17:17 PM 
ID: 108378259  

Clear who it is from but not immediately clear what it is for 

2 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

The information introduce the author 
It tells you what the resource is about and who would benefit from it 

3 27/02/2019 10:38 AM 
ID: 109227131  

Explanations are clear and accurate 

4 27/03/2019 10:19 AM 
ID: 112557650  

Involving you - not specified 'you the patient'. It says it is about 'CCG engagement 
activity.' 

 

 

2. Is the design eye catching? Would you pick it up if you saw it in a GP surgery?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

75.00% 3 

2 No   
 

25.00% 1 

Analysis Mean: 1.25 Std. Deviation: 0.43 Satisfaction Rate: 25 

Variance: 0.19 Std. Error: 0.22   
 

answered 4 

skipped 3 

Tell us why: (4) 

1 20/02/2019 17:17 PM 
ID: 108378259  

Target audience may be confused as the pictures on the front page make it seem as 
though it may be for a child 

2 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

I would be drawn to it I saw it in my GP 

3 27/02/2019 10:38 AM 
ID: 109227131  

Good colour, headlines, and spacing - many similar documents are cramped. 

4 27/03/2019 10:19 AM 
ID: 112557650  

Blue and white - it looks a weighty document. it would take someone more than 1/2 
day to read it. 

 

 

3. Any other initial thoughts?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Open-Ended Question 100.00% 4 

1 20/02/2019 17:17 PM Far too long - sorry 

/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
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3. Any other initial thoughts?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

ID: 108378259  

2 21/02/2019 17:42 PM 
ID: 108493142  

Use the spell checker 

3 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

The pictures are appropriate to the information introduce. 

4 27/03/2019 10:19 AM 
ID: 112557650  

It contains all the information a patient would require, but would a patient be inclined 
to read all of it? 

 

  
answered 4 

skipped 3 

 
4. Section 2 - Questions for the patient reader group  
 

4. Are the sentences simple and easy to understand? Does it contain any jargon?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

50.00% 2 

2 No   
 

50.00% 2 

Analysis Mean: 1.5 Std. Deviation: 0.5 Satisfaction Rate: 50 

Variance: 0.25 Std. Error: 0.25   
 

answered 4 

skipped 3 

Tell us why: (5) 

1 20/02/2019 17:17 PM 
ID: 108378259  

Very many are easy to understand but there is a lot of well written explanations which 
many members of the public would struggle to understand. 

2 21/02/2019 17:42 PM 
ID: 108493142  

Most of it is well written and understandable. The section about the 3 surgeries could 
be a lot clearer as to what is going to happen as it is fragmented. 
 
Put the jargon buster at the start or the first time of using. 

3 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

The sentences are easy to understand and jargon or abbreviations are explained. 

4 27/02/2019 10:38 AM 
ID: 109227131  

Good conversational style 

5 27/03/2019 10:19 AM 
ID: 112557650  

This could be simplified. Is there someway of using less words? 

 

 

5. Does it tell the reader everything they need to know? What other information might the 
reader need?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

75.00% 3 

2 No   
 

25.00% 1 

Analysis Mean: 1.25 Std. Deviation: 0.43 Satisfaction Rate: 25 

Variance: 0.19 Std. Error: 0.22   
 

answered 4 

skipped 3 

/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
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5. Does it tell the reader everything they need to know? What other information might the 
reader need?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

Tell us why and what other questions might the reader ask? (5) 

1 20/02/2019 17:17 PM 
ID: 108378259  

Each segment has links for further information and a fairly comprehensive description 
of each condition/service so there should be very few questions 

2 21/02/2019 17:42 PM 
ID: 108493142  

Put the name or department of where to get more information on the future works to 
be undertaken this year 

3 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

I feel that the resource is fully explained 

4 27/02/2019 10:38 AM 
ID: 109227131  

Can't think of anything missing 

5 27/03/2019 10:19 AM 
ID: 112557650  

It does, but would they be bothered to pick it up? They would only read parts which 
relates to them. 

 

 

6. Are there links to other information, useful websites etc.?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

80.00% 4 

2 No   
 

20.00% 1 

Analysis Mean: 1.2 Std. Deviation: 0.4 Satisfaction Rate: 20 

Variance: 0.16 Std. Error: 0.18   
 

answered 5 

skipped 2 

Is there anything missing? (3) 

1 21/02/2019 17:42 PM 
ID: 108493142  

Department phone numbers for those who do not have access to a computer. 

2 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

No 

3 27/02/2019 10:38 AM 
ID: 109227131  

As above 

 

 

7. Any other suggestions or thoughts about the content?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Open-Ended Question 100.00% 3 

1 20/02/2019 17:17 PM 
ID: 108378259  

who would you expect to have the time and interest to read a 42 page document? 
Sorry, but I know my parents would lose interest after the first couple of pages. 

2 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

No 

3 27/03/2019 10:19 AM 
ID: 112557650  

Good to have a glossary of terms. 

 

  
answered 3 

skipped 4 

 

/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
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5. Section 2 - Questions for the patient reader group  
 

8. Is there plenty of space between paragraphs so the page looks clean and uncluttered?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

100.00% 4 

2 No    0.00% 0 

Analysis Mean: 1 Std. Deviation: 0 Satisfaction Rate: 0 

Variance: 0 Std. Error: 0   
 

answered 4 

skipped 3 

Tell us where you think improvements could be made: (3) 

1 20/02/2019 17:17 PM 
ID: 108378259  

Layout is fine 

2 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

Perhaps a blank space where the reader could make notes 

3 27/02/2019 10:38 AM 
ID: 109227131  

It's a good layout 

 

 

9. Is there sufficient contrast between the background and the text colour used?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

100.00% 3 

2 No    0.00% 0 

Analysis Mean: 1 Std. Deviation: 0 Satisfaction Rate: 0 

Variance: 0 Std. Error: 0   
 

answered 3 

skipped 4 

Tell us where you think improvements could be made: (2) 

1 20/02/2019 17:17 PM 
ID: 108378259  

Print quality and settings fine 

2 21/02/2019 17:42 PM 
ID: 108493142  

This should be checked by somebody from those who are colour blind 

 

 

10. What do you think of the images/photos used? Are they appropriate?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

66.67% 2 

2 No   
 

33.33% 1 

Analysis Mean: 1.33 Std. Deviation: 0.47 Satisfaction Rate: 33.33 

Variance: 0.22 Std. Error: 0.27   
 

answered 3 

skipped 4 

Tell us where you think improvements could be made: (2) 

1 20/02/2019 17:17 PM 
ID: 108378259  

Torn on this one as I personally don't like the stick people 

2 27/02/2019 10:38 AM I can see the value of simple cartoons, but some are a bit on the scrawly side. 

/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108378259
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
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10. What do you think of the images/photos used? Are they appropriate?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

ID: 109227131  

 

 

11. Any other thoughts or suggestions about the layout?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Open-Ended Question 100.00% 2 

1 21/02/2019 17:42 PM 
ID: 108493142  

The pictures of the 2 bosses should be side by side with their names and job title 
below 

2 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

None 

 

  
answered 2 

skipped 5 

 

12. Do you have any other suggestions and comments about this resource?  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Open-Ended Question 100.00% 4 

1 23/02/2019 22:12 PM 
ID: 108787059  

This resource is important and very desirable 

2 27/02/2019 10:38 AM 
ID: 109227131  

It's hard to give simple responses to a 42 page document, but if you're interested in 
the subject matter it's a very good read. 

3 27/03/2019 10:19 AM 
ID: 112557650  

This is a weighty document, a lot to read and digest. 
But it tells what we are doing but how about telling people 'what you did'. It is ok to 
consult but people need facts. The public is only interested in what you are doing to 
ease their welfare. How are you going to publicise this document? From my 
experience these kinds of reports are shelved.. 

4 27/03/2019 11:56 AM 
ID: 112573454  

On the whole I think it reads fine, is easy to understand and gives a lot of information. 
 
Just got a couple of comments though: 
 
- Page 8 - I think the picture could do with a note saying where it is. 
 
- Page 8 - section 'Tasty food and drink' - reference is made to a restaurant and pub. I 
don't think it is appropriate to name these as the CCG does not want to be seen to 
either recommend or endorse either. I'm sure there must be a website for restaurants 
and pubs in Leeds and surrounding area so it may be possible to include these 
instead. 
 
- Page 42 - can a note be put saying that the drawings in the document were 
produced by Tom? 

 

  
answered 4 

skipped 3 

 
 
 

/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108493142
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=108787059
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=109227131
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112557650
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112573454
/survey/results/responses/id/554925?u=112573454
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Report completed by: 

Andra Szabo 
Engagement Officer 

NHS Leeds CCG 


